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Erosion leads to loss of life of parts in machinery and pipeline which manage slurry. In
order to maximize life proper survival of materials used as required. Slurry erosion jet
tester facilities designation of best material under presumption operating ter
terms. Jet erosion
is ordinarily victimized to study the proportional erosion behavior of varia
variant material at
moderate. Solid, concentration velocity and particle size and input angle. A slurry pot is
invented by infixing propeller from the behind of the cyli
cylinder and is revolved at the speed
requisite for consistent distribution. The specimen are mounted on the test fixture which is
rigid has a provision to move in variant angular position to find out the wear at distinct
angles. When the high velocity of slurry
ry particles collide with on the specimen that
stimulate erosion of material. The experiments are fulfilled for repeatability tests for fix
parameters such 55, particle size 655 micron and angle & 10% solid concentration for 60
minutes and another one for attestation. The results were acquired for ductile materials and
are raise in good transcription with the literature finally, the study leads to an excellent
understanding of the influence of various and the jet erosion test contributes result in the
futuree in some calibration of the terms in which these test are performed.

Copyright©2017 Vikas Patyal et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
ction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

INTRODUCTION
Erosion wear is very critical quantity for election and design
of slurry transportation system as it impact radially to the
economy of hydraulic imparting of solids. Wear is defined as
the advancing volume loss of a material from a target surface.
It may occur
ccur due to corrosion, or erosion. Erosion is
stimulated by chemical reactions which can be controlled by
accepting appropriate measures , considering that wear is due
to erosion can only be minimized by controlling the operative
parameters [1]. The last few decades, the service life of
apparatus handling solid –liquid
liquid mixtures is expressed due to
erosion wear and hence efforts have been made to forecast
the erosion last of materials . Erosion wear is a complicated
manifestation, which hinge upon a large number of
parameters. Erosion wear may be outlined as the prevailing
experiment which can displace the material form the solid
surface. it is due to the appropriate mechanical interaction
between the surface and the striking particles in a liquid
stream. In the erosion experiment the high pressure energy of
slurry particles that means transfer of kinetic energy to the
surface. The gaining the kinetic energy of particles at the
target surface, it leads to increase the material loss due to
erosion [2].
*Corresponding author: Vikas Patyal
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It builds upon the predominant impact angle of particle
impingement with the material surface & it will vary from 0
to 90 degrees. The impact angle built upon both fluid and
particle- particle interaction. This type of wear can be actually
establish in slurry pumps, angled pipe bends turbines, pipes
and pipe fitting, nozzles, burners etc. the material loss due to
erosion increases with thee increase in kinetic energy of the
particles striking at the target surface[3].
Slurry erosion
Slurry can be related as a mixture of solid particles in a liquid
(usually water) of such a degree of density that it can be
readily pumped. The word slurry eerosion is purely defined as
that type of a wear or loss of mass
mass, that is process by a
material opened to a high velocity stream of slurry [4].
Parameter’s Affecting on Erosion Wear
Impact angle (angle between the target surface and direction
of impacting velocity of particles) Hardness (it is the
mysterious effect on the surface of the material) Velocity of
solid particle (it depends upon the particle size, shape) Solid
concentration (it is the percentage by weight or volume) [4]
LITERATURE REVIEW
Wai and
nd T.Miyajima (2006) [5] investigated the study of
erosion wear resistance. The author has investigated the new
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type solid impact test to know the properties of wear. The
properties of wear are single layered and multi layered
coatings. In PVD coatings, the 1.2 micrometer alumina parts
are impacted at high velocity at different angles, different
speed and different substrate temperature. And the result
shows the coated materials has good wear properties than
substrate materials.

They found that high velocity particle strike with specimen
through the nozzle that causes the erosion wear. The author
conducted experiments for repeatability test for fix parameters
such as 45⁰ and particle size does not more than 615 micron,
angle and 10% solid concentration for 60 minutes. As the
results were obtained the ductile materials are in good
arrangement.

Girish R. Desale and B.K Gandhi (2009) [6] investigated on
erosion wear behavior of laser clad surfaces. They studied
about the colmonoy-6 and Inconel 625 is cladded on AISI
316L steel and AISI 304L steel. The author were optimized
the laser processing parameters. They obtained scanning
speed and power feed of a sound clad. They found that the
minimum cracks porosity and distortion were found at
scanning speed of 0.1m/min. and powder rate 12g/min. as the
result shows the maximum hardness is obtained by colmonoy6 clad on AISI316L steel and is 352VHN in case of other
steel.

Development of Jet Tester

HS Grewal and Anupam Agarwal (2012) [7] examined the
studied of high velocity slurry corrosion test rig. The author
designed a new type of slurry erosion test rig with various
types of construction and working condition. They eliminate
the some limitations such as velocity concentration,
acceleration; distance, etc. the results ductile and brittle
materials erosion wears behaviors being observed.
Satish and Bhushan (2014) [8] investigated on development
of jet tester .They used stainless steel SS304l at uniform speed
distribution. They studied about the different types of material
which is used slurry pot tester. The various parameters such
as velocity, particle size and impact angle affect the material
of the slurry pot tester. The result obtained ductile material
ductile material is good material. Promod A. Thakur and
Hitesh (2015) [9] investigated about the development of jet
erosion tester.

The test rig belongs of authoritative part namely as slurry pot.
This slurry pot look like a conical shape has a capacity 7.2
liter. We can developed a slurry pot by desale et al. (2005).
The main operation of slurry pot to get ready a homogenous
mixture of distinct particle sizes and distinct concentrations.
After organizing the homogenous mixtures of distinct
combinations and then the slurry pot has a stirrer. a stirrer is
revolving with help of 3A.C motor and it has a maximum
capacity of 1440 rpm. With the help of 3 phases dimmer stat
(Transformer) the revolving speed of motor is controlled. The
apparatus has a centrifugal pump which has 2HP capacity of
kirloskar pumps. The centrifugal pump absorb the slurry from
the slurry pot and provide the high pressure slurry to the
converging section of the nozzle having 10mm diameter
where its pressure energy is converted in to the velocity of
fluid.
There is one control valve also connected to ascendance the
mass flow rate of the mixture. The work piece holder
(fixture), has an settlement to runs in distinct pointed
positions. One tin hopper is also connected to the apparatus
which helps to restrain the diffusing mixture in to the work
environment. The function of hopper to gather the mixture
after striking on the work piece and drops back to the
recirculate mixture to the slurry pot.

Fig.1 Schematic Diagram of Jet Tester
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The test rig has the main part that is the frame structure which
sustain or detention the whole assembly and stirrer motor.

Table 3 Elemental composition of target material material
used

Particle Size Division

Stainless Si
P
C Mn S Cr Ni Mo N
steel 304 0.75 0.045 0.08 2.0 0.030 20.0 0.10 - 0.10

1

The particle size division is vital to install the variation in the
particles of solid sample particles percentage present in
distinct size ranges. Hence the coarser particles, sieve
decomposition used to determine the particle size distribution.
With the help of dry sieve decomposition mode distribution
has been obtained. The comprised sample of the solid particle
is assumed and sieving is done with a set of sieves. The main
particular case is taken to insure that the sample is strictly
dried. The sample maintained on each sieve is collected and
its percentage should be calculated by under mentioned the
standard procedure.

Table 4 Range of parameter for preliminary examination
study

Experimental Results
Effect of Different Impact angles on Erosion Wear

Weight Loss (mg)

In this present examination the sand particles is collected as
solid material for the present exploration and the physical
parameters are given in the table.1. In solid particles the
indistinguishable sized particles are not selected. The sieved
particles using successive sieves sizes and the selected
between two successive sieves are designated by the mean
sieve size.
Selecting the quartz particles, we can take two grades namely
grade 1 and grand 2 of Indian standard sand were used. The
mean particle size of 655 was collected as the material
retained between two sieves of 600 and 710 sizes.
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Figure 2 Shows Variation in cumulative weight loss with respect to time
at 30° impact angle at a flow rate of 2.5 litres/second.

Effect of 45° Impact angle on Erosion Wear
40
Commulative Weight Loss
(gm)

Value Tested
50.8mm
60⁰
1.14mm
0.38mm
310 Mpa
3.8g/s
25mm*25mm*6.5mm
Max. 4 hours
45mm
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Effect of 30° Impact angle on Erosion Wear

Parametric Value of Work Piece and Nozzle Testing
Parameter
Nozzle length
Inlet angle
Nozzle diameter
Orifice diameter
Water pressure
Abrasive flow rate
Dimensions of specimen
Time
Stand of distance

20

Figure 1 Shows variation in weight loss with respect to different impact
angle at different flow rate.

Commulative Weight Loss
(mg)

WC-10Co-4Cr powder was exquisite as coating material by
HVOF technique. The substrate material was exquisite as
SS304. SS304 has a large number of application in various
industrial sectors. The SS304 has unmatched combination of
more excellent mechanical properties and toughness. There is
such limitations related to SS304 which is poor wear and
erosion resistance regards its engineering applications. The
work piece has the micro hardness which was evaluated using
Vickers hardness-tester. We lay upon the load of 100g for 10s
was adopted for both specimens. During this performance the
micro defect must not be shown in the indenters mark.
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Table 1 Physical parameters of erodent used

15

Chemical
Sr.no Solid particle
formula
1

Quartz(IS
sand)& fly ash

Sio2

Sp.
Hardness Particle
Colour
Gravity
VHN
shape
(kg/m^3)
Sub
White&(black) 2652
1100
angular

10
0
0

Table 2 Mechanical properties of stainless steel 304
grade

Tensile
strength

SS 304

515
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180
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Figure 3 shows Variation in cumulative weight loss with respect to time
at 45° impact angle at a flow rate of 2.5 litres/second.

Hardness
Yield
Elongation
strength
Rockwell
Brinell
(50 mm)min
0.2%
B(HRB)max (HB)max
205
40
92
201
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Effect of 60° Impact angle on Erosion Wear
Commulative Weight Loss
(mg)
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Figure 4 shows Variation in cumulative weight loss with respect to time
at 60° impact angle at a flow rate of 2.5 Litres/second.

Commulative Weight Loss
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Effect of 75° Impact angle on Erosion Wear
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Figure 5 shows Variation in cumulative weight loss with respect to time
at 75° impact angle at a flow rate of 2.5 Litres/second.

CONCLUSION

Commulative Weight Loss
(mg)

Effect of 90° Impact angle on Erosion Wear

Hence The yield strength of coated steel 304 is more as
equivalently to uncoated steel. And it has better corrosion
resistance. Increasing the thickness of coating decreases the
porosity and increase the rate of hardness. Appropriate
compostion of nickel and chromium is the good for improved
the slurry wear resistance. More than two times better
performance than uncoated steel.
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Figure 6 shows Variation in cumulative weight loss with respect to time
at 90° impact angle at a 2.5 litres/second.
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Figure 7 shows Variation in cumulative weight loss and time at a flow
rate of 3.5 lit/sec.
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